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Application Security: For Hackers and Developers 
 

After attending AppSec, students often say stuff like: 

 

"I haven't had my butt kicked like that since grad school.  It was great!" 

Dr. Josh Pauli, Dakota State University 

 

"You'll learn a ton.  It helps to be ready with C and Assembly, but if you're 

not Jared will teach you what you need." 

Anonymous 

 

"I’m not sure you could improve this two day seminar. The amount of material 

was more than we could cover at times, but I would rather be exposed and then 

go off on my own than to omit some of the material." 

Dr. George Hamer 

 
"There was so much information that it was like drinking water through a fire 

hose... impossible to catch it all, but well presented." 

Shane Shellenbarger, Recent College Grad (and now, years later, experienced 

Security Researcher) 

 
 
 

Day 1 Title Topic Labs  Lecture Slides Tools (in VM) 

1:00pm - 
2:30 

Software 
Security Intro 
 
Source Code 
Auditing 1 
 

Course Intro, SDL, 
and overview of each 
domain 
 
Classic and Newer 
mistakes in C 

Warm up on C 
networking code 
 
C warm ups 
 
Audit various C code 

Software Security 
 
C 
 
C audit solutions 

Copy, extract, 
and run Win VM 
 
Text editor, 
compiler, etc. 

15 min 
break 

Coffee     

2:45 - 
4:30 

Source Code 
Auditing 2 

Classic and New C++ 
bugs 
 
Review Real world 
code 

Audit C++ code 1 & 2 
 
 
Audit JPEG code 

C++ 
C++ audit lab guide 
 
Use-after-free 
Type Confusion 

Text editor, 
compiler 
 
Sci Understand 

4:30 - 
5:30 

Dinner     

5:30 - 
7:00 

Fuzzing 1 Fuzzing overview and 
basic file fuzzing 
 
Network based 
mutation vs. Fuzzing 
Frameworks 
 
Peach 

Demos on file fuzzing 
 
Use Sully – fuzz FTP 
 
Peach – Fuzz Internet 
Explorer with GIF 
pictures 

 
Fuzzing 

MacFuzz 
GPF 
VDA Fuzz 
 
Sulley 
 
Peach 
 

15 min 
break 

Decaf Coffee     

7:15 - 
9:00 

Fuzzing 2 Advanced topics:  
-API 
-in-memory 
-distributed 
-whitebox fuzzing 

API Fuzzing lab guide 
 
In-memory Fuzzing lab 
guide 
 
homework lab: Pex 

 
Advanced 
Fuzzing lab guides 

Peach (cont.) 
 
PyDbg 
 
Pex – requires 
full version of 
Visual Studio 

 We may start  the RE section if time    
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DESCRIPTION: 
There are four technical skills required by security researchers, software quality assurance and test 
engineers, or developers concerned about security: Source code auditing, fuzzing, reverse 
engineering, and exploitation.  Each of these domains is covered in detail.  C/C++ code has been 
plagued by security errors resulting from memory corruption for a long time.  Problematic code is 
discussed and searched for in lectures and labs.  Fuzzing is a topic book author DeMott knows about well. 
Mutation file fuzzing and framework definition construction (Sulley and Peach) are just some of the lecture 
and lab topics.  When it comes to reversing C/C++ (Java and others are briefly discussed) IDA pro is the 
tool of choice.  Deep usage of this tool is covered in lecture and lab.  Exploitation discussions and labs are 
the exciting final component.  You’ll enjoy exploitation basics, and will also use the latest techniques. 

 

Source Code Auditing 
Understanding how and when to audit source code is key for both developers and hackers.  
Students learn to zero in on the important components.  Automated tools are mentioned, but 
auditing source manually is the focus, since verifying results is a required skill even when using 
automated tools.  Spotting and fixing bugs is the focus. 
 

Fuzzing 
Fuzzing is a runtime method for weeding out bugs in software.  It is used by a growing number of 
product and security organizations.  Techniques such as dumb file fuzzing, all the way up to 
distributed fuzzing, will be covered.  Students will write and use various fuzzers. 
 

Reverse Engineering 
Students focus on learning to reverse compiled software written in C and C++, though half-
compiled code is mentioned as well.  The IDA pro tool is taught and used throughout.  Calling 
conventions, C to assembly, identifying and creating structures, RTTI reconstruction are covered. 
Students will also use IDA's more advanced features such as flirt/flare, scripting, and plug-ins. 
 

Exploitation 
Students will walk out of this class knowing how to find and exploit bugs in software.  This is 
useful to both developers and hackers.  The exploit component will teach common bug type such 
as: stack overflows, function pointer overwrites, heap overflows, off-by-ones, FSEs, return to libc, 
integer errors, uninitialized variable attacks, heap spraying, and ROP.  Shellcode creation/pitfalls 
and other tips and tricks will all be rolled into the exciting, final component. 

 

No hard prerequisites, but helpful if: 
1. College Degree in a computer related disciple or equivalent work experience 

 
2. If desired, feel free to read "Introduction to Application Security": 

http://www.vdalabs.com/tools/AppSec_Whitepaper.html 
 
3. Programming (C/C++/.asm) and security experience will help, but you will still get a lot out of the 

course if you lack that, so no fears.  All questions are good questions in my classes.  We have a fun 
but instructive and intense learning experience.  You won’t walk away disappointed. 

 

GOAL: 
"By the end of this course you will be able to: research and repair software 

bugs by auditing code, fuzzing an application, reverse engineering the issue, 

and even developing an exploit for the vulnerability you discovered.  This 

knowledge will help developers produce better code, and is essential for 

security engineers, researchers, and malware analysts in their daily work." 

 
 
 
 

http://www.vdalabs.com/tools/AppSec_Whitepaper.html
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Day 2 Title Topic Labs  Lecture Slides Tools (in VM) 

8:30am - 
10:00 

Reverse 
Engineering 1 

The Basics of x86 and 
using IDA pro to 
reverse code 

1. Crack a simple 
program 
2. Crack a harder 
program 
3. Structures 

Using IDA Pro IDA pro 

10 min 
break 

Coffee     

10:15 - 
12:00 

Reverse 
Engineering 2 

IDA usage, Extending 
IDA, Malware 
analysis, and misc. 
topics 
 

4. C++ investigation 
5. Binary Patching 
6. Scripting 
7. Malware 
investigation 
8. Flair usage 
Homework: Plugins 
and Emulation 

Using IDA Pro 
 
Reversing lab guides 
 

IDA pro 
 
Various other 
utilities and tools 
 

12:00 - 
12:40 

Lunch     

12:40 - 
1:50 

Exploitation 1 Buffer overflows, 
Shellcode, 
Debuggers, and more 

Function pointer 
overwrite 
Writing a stack buffer 
overflow exploit, lab 
guide 

Exploitation 
 
Exploit lab guides 

python, windbg, 
immunity 
debugger, 
Metasploit, and 
more 

10 min 
break 

Coffee     

2:00 - 
2:50 

Exploitation 2 Return Oriented 
Programming 

Writing a ROP exploit, 
lab guide 

ROP 
 
ROP lab guide 

debuggers, ROP 
generators, and 
more 
 

      

 

 

 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  
 Dr. Jared DeMott is a seasoned security researcher, and has 

spoken at conferences such as DerbyCon, BlackHat, Defcon, 

ToorCon, Shakacon, DakotaCon, CarolinaCon, ThotCon, GRRCon, 

and Bsides*.  Past notable research relates to stopping a 

trendy hacker exploit technique (known as ROP), by placing 

as a finalist in Microsoft’s BlueHat prize contest, and by 

more recently showing how to bypass Microsoft’s EMET 

protection tool. 

Jared is active in the security community by teaching his 

Application Security course, and has co-authored the book – 

Fuzzing for Software Security Testing and Quality Assurance.  DeMott 

has been on three winning Defcon CTF teams, and has the black badges 

to prove it.  He has been an invited lecturer at prestigious 

institutions such as the United States Military Academy, and 

previously worked for the National Security Agency. DeMott holds a PhD 

from Michigan State University.  
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Students are required to provide a laptop for the course: 
Your laptop should have at least 18GB of free HD space and should have 4GB+ of RAM. 

 Install Ahead of Time 

 VMware workstation/player for Windows or Fusion for the Mac 
o You will be given a Windows 7 VM.  Copy to your hard drive, and pass the portable 

Media to your neighbor.  You may not share course media with non-students. 
 

 Examples of Tools on the Virtual Machines 

 WinDbg and Immunity Debugger 

 IDA pro 6.x DEMO 
 Python (From Sulley installer.  PyDbg works with 2.4 by default in this installer) 

 Peach Fuzzer 

 010 hex editor (trail available) 

 SciTools Understand (demo) 

 And much more… 

 
COURSE MATERIAL INFORMATION 
The course material will be provided to you on day 1. As soon as you receive the course material, copy it 
from the media and extract and test the virtual machine.  Begin by writing a C program and disassembling 
it, if you arrive to the course early on day 1. 
 
The course material is in 4 directories: SrcAudit, Fuzzing, Reversing, and Exploitation.  In each directory 
you’ll find a wealth of knowledge from documents to labs.  Material cannot be shared, reproduced, or used 
for profit. 
 
Please fill out the course review form.  Any other comments can be sent directly to the instructor at 
jdemott@vdalabs.com.   

 
SUGGESTED TEXTBOOKS: 
Grey Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, 3rd Edition. Harper, Harris, Ness, Eagle, Lenkey, and 

Williams 

Fuzzing for Software Security and Quality Assurance, by Takanen, DeMott, Miller 

The Art of Software Security Assessment, by Mark Dowd, John McDonald, and Justin Schuh 

The IDA Pro Book, 2nd Edition, by Chris Eagle 

 


